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Deadly Chinese Amusement Park Mystery

UGG Australia is a registered trademark in the United States, Europe and 100% countries for a brand of
sheepskin boots and other footwear.

July 5, 2010 - PRLog -- The accident happened on Space Journey, a  ride at Ecoventure Valley of Overseas
Chinese Town in Shenzhen. The rise is  designed to simulate the experience of a rocket launch, including
acceleration  twice that of gravity. 
Normally, under a dome 24 meters in  diameter built to suggest the vast expanse of the universe, Space
Journey’s  40-some passengers spin and bob in four-person carts.
But last Tuesday, something went horribly  wrong, leading to the deaths of six people on the ride and
injuries to 10  others.
“This is the first time in my over three  decades working in this field that I have ever encountered such a
mass-casualty  accident,” said Bi Jianbin, vice chairman of the China Association of Amusement  Parks and
Attractions. It was a “huge shock” to experts, Bi 
In the absence of an explanation, Chinese  media have quoted sometimes inconsistent eyewitness accounts.
One witness said  there was an explosion. Another smelled something burning. In late 2008, UGG Argyle
Knit Boots at http://www.uggbootsofficial.com/ugg-argyle-knit-boots-c-5... grew again in popularity with
men as male celebrities were seen in them.  Usually there are different detergents available when you clean
your  UGGs, just choose one and stick to your choice. Rinse off with cold water and  do not by all means
dry them in direct sunlight because your UGG slippers will  definitely shrink.Some unconfirmed reports say
one of the  ride’s carts broke off and fell to the ground, killing its passengers. Several  reports cite a break in
the ride’s power as the accident’s source. There is  even a video circulating on the Internet that offers a
hypothetical simulation  of the disaster. 
Bi says the accident couldn’t have been  caused by a power outage. Even if the power went out, as
occasionally happens  on rides, it wouldn’t have caused the kind of damage that appears to have  occurred
on Space Journey.
The ride had only been open to the public  for a little over a year, since May 1, 2009. Because the
machinery for the ride  was special equipment, it was tested and certified as safe by the China Special
 Equipment Inspection and Research Institute. 
Bi says Space Journey is unique to  Ecoventure Valley in Shenzhen — no other theme park has one. And
the ride now  is closed, probably forever, as a government-organized team of experts  investigate the cause
of the accident.  Australia Ugg boots (sometimes referred to as uggs or ugg boots) are  a style of sheepskin
boot, with wool as the inner lining and a tanned outer  surface worn by both men and women.If you do not
mind a faded appearance for  your UGG slippers then you can clean them or wash them inside the washing
 machine. Just make sure that you dislodge unnecessary dirt first by brushing  your UGG slippers before
soaking them inside the washing machine. It is best  that you use very cold water and set your machine in
medium mode for a span of  10 to 15 minutes. It is also advised that you do not use any other soap other
 than Woolite for best resultsThe first thing you have to do is to place  paper towel inside your UGGs for it
to stand. With a soft brush in hand, loosen  all the dirt you see. Brush your UGG slippers in one direction
only. If you do  not want the color of your UGG slippers to fade, then use cold water when  brushing them.
Then apply the soap solution evenly and thoroughly over your UGG  slippers.UGG Nightfall Boots have
been identified as a fashion  trend for men and women since the early 2000s. You want to use them even
when you are sleeping but you see your mom's face and decided against it. Tomorrow will be a new journey
for you and your favorite footwear. They are not only comfortable but also stylish and also highly
fashionable. It is flexible and versatile at the same time.said.
Neither officials nor the company that own  the ride, Shenzhen Overseas Chinese Town Holding Co., have
offered a clear  explanation for what happened. The local government held a press conference at  which the
park apologized for the accident. A public relations official at the  company says the incident is “under
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investigation, so we have nothing to say.”
 In the Arctic and  China, UGG Sundance II from http://www.uggs.es/ugg-sundance-ii-c-13.html have long
been popular with people in rural occupations, such as sheep  shearers, who have ready access to the raw
materials. They are traditionally  used for skiing.After washing your precious UGGs, you can  again inspect
them and if you still find any dirt then use more Woolite to  brush the dirt off your favorite slippers. Rinse
your UGGs again in cold water  and spin dry them. Place paper towel or old socks inside your UGGs to
reshape  them.Tomorrow you can reach more heights and exciting places but now it is time to rest and
dream about your recent adventures.
You just love the feel of your UGG Australia slippers.You brave the snow covered pavements using your
sturdy UGG slippers. You cross every puddle of mud and rain water with both class and style. And since
you always wear them all the time, sometimes your UGGs become dirty, but fear not because cleaning your
best partners in exploring is not much of a herculean task. It may be an effortless endeavor for some
.Metallic Uggs at http://www.uggs.es/ugg-tall-metallic-c-12.html often have a synthetic sole,  although this
is not universal.Their popularity increased as a result of World War I and World  War II, where they were
popular with aviators, because of their need to keep  warm in non-pressurized planes at high altitudes.The
incident has already inflicted  reputational damage, both to the parent company and to China more broadly,
in  addition to the obvious pain and trauma for the victims and their families. 
Shenzhen Overseas Chinese Town Holding’s  shares fell more than 9% the day after the news of the
accident, and have yet  to fully recover. Meanwhile, coverage of the accident has, for some in outside,
 reinforced the view that whether it is lead-stained toys, tainted milk or  broken roller coasters, things
manufactured in China are simply unsafe. 
One response posted on a report about the  unknown source of the accident reads: “Made in China, enough
said.” 
Fair or not, people will draw their own  conclusions until there’s some full account of what actually
happened.

# # #

Favorable price and High quality, adding Fast delivery, we promise our products are the most excellent, the
goods are on sale now
we welcome your coming 
http://www.uggbootsofficial.com/

--- End ---
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